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Abstract 

There are two related purposes to which this paper is directed. 

First, to provide a framework for identifying and examining the relation 

between a) evaluation and related programmatic or administrative activi

ties, e.g., planning and budgeting, program management, and implementa

tion; b) evaluation and other forms of inquiry, e.g., research, systems 

analysis, monitoring, audit, measurement, and control; and c) evaluation 

and its variations,' e.g., descriptive, retrospective, formative, and 

summative. Second, to provide a framework for identifying and exa.mining 

a. specific proposed or cowryleted evaluation in order to a) understand 

its characteristics, what it is, what it claims, etc.; b) discover its 

problems, p~tential, and limitations; c) evaluate it in comparison to its 

proposed objectives or purpose; and" d) compare it with similar evaluations. 

The model uses an information or decision based framework in which 

all variables of interest are characterized as events in space and time; 

these eventLl are II se l ected" for examination through identification of the 

observer (participant, actor, decision-point) and specification of his re

lationship to the event(s) in terms of the concepts of confidence and 

utility. As a primitive, or definitional model, it provides not only 

stability and a direct one-to-one relationship with real world phenomena 

but also flexibility in application to a wide variety of current problems 

in evaluation. The model itself is presented in verbal, mathematical, 

and graphical forms to facilitate its use. 

The framework model is based on prior research and was developed, in 

part, during the course of carrying out a specific evaluation of an LEAA 

sponsored project. 
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1. Introduction 

The term "evaluation," even when limited to its application to the 

"evaluation of social programs," e.g., criminal justice programs, pro

vides an umbrella which covers a wide range of activities for a wide 

range of purposes [2, pp. 16-21]. In some cases, the activity identi

fied as an "evaluation" is a simple, and relatively straightforward des

cription of what happened·with respect to a single intervention and its 

direct "effect"; at the other extreme, the activity intended includes an 

inc~edib1y (perhaps, impossibly) complex and comprehensive comparison of 

"all" of the events occurring in or related to a significant major inter

vention, against some (nearly) equally complex and profound set of 

"standards." Similarly, the purpose may be· simply to find out whether a 

particular effect occurred "aft.er" the intervention was introduced; or the 

purpose may be to assess "all" of the subsequent effects of a major inter

vention against an extensive set of standards (measures, goals, objectives, 

criteria, etc.) [10, p. 31}. 

In those cases where all of the parties concerned (or involved) agree 

on·the activity (and pur.pose) which is intended (and/or accomplished), it 

would seem clear that no immediate problem remains. For many activities 

and purposes there is an abundance of checklists, paradigms, and the like, 

available, ranging from modest and informal accounts to relatively rigorous 

and sophisticated formats [1; 5 ; 6 ; 7 ; 8, pp. 5-14 J • It is, however, 

where there is not an "agreement" that these paradigms appear to be limited, 

and it is proposed that the extent and nature of these areas of disagreement 

are sufficiently non-trivial to suggest the usefulness of examining potential 

alternative solutions. 

The approach to be presented here is to provide a framework within 
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I which can be described and located any particular evaluation of interest 

I in terms ~f the activity contemplated and its purpuse. The framework 

provides a stable set of referents and explicit transforms to allow for 

I consideration of related (or alternative) activities and purposes. The 

I 
presentation which follows is in three parts: the framework, some applica-

tions to characteristic or common problems; and some summary comments.' 

I 
2. Framework or Model 

I 2.1. Defining Evaluation 

I 
In a dictionary or common sense, to evaluate means "to set down or 

evaluate the value of (something)" or "to examine or judge concerning the 

I worth, quality, significance, amount, degree or condition ... " [cf. 4, p. 2]. 

This would seem to require at least three conditions: first, some IIthing" 

I to evaluate (for our purposes, let us call it a Ilprogramll); second, some 

I measure or standard of worth, quality, value, etc., against which to com-

pare it; and third, som~ process (or activity) for carrying out the com-

I parisons (and/or establishing the result of the comparison) [cf. 1 , p. 43; 

I 
10, pp. 28-29]. There may be some other useful (or even necessary) condi-

tions" and these will be introduced later. Let PR represent the program 

I to be evaluated, e.g., a criminal justice intervention and its intended 

(or hypothesized or resulting) effect; and let X represent the set of one pr 

I or more characteristics of interest of PRo Let X represent the set of one s 

or more desired standards or measures of worth, value, etc. , e. g I, des-

I criptive characteristics, level of results desired, efficiency, effective-

I ness, etc. Let X. -X. represent the relationship betw'een the ith X and 
1. J 

the jth X. We are now ready to define evaluation as follows: 

I (1) Evaluation = PR + X + (X -X). s pr s 

I 
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2.2 The Basic Program 

There are many kinds of activities which may be described as programs 

(or projects) [cf .14, p. 24 J, but the present interest is in those which 

involve, at least, some planned or intended intervention in the real world, 

e.g., a change in patrol procedures, and the resulting (intended, expected, 

hypothesized) consequence, e.g., an increase in arrests, or reduction in 

crime, or improved llmoralell of the police (or citizens) [e.g., 3 ]. Let 

X. represent the intervention, and let Xd represent the consequence. As 
~v v 

a matter of convenience we shall use a separate notation, the calon(:), for 

the relationship between a specified program (and, later, other specified 

activities or persons) a;-.d some other symbol or expression; the expression 

(a:b) is read "from als point of viewll or "a l s b" or lib with respect to a. 1I 

We now have, for some program PR, the following: 

(2) 

(3) 

PR: X. = independent ~ariable(s), or intervention(s) 
~v 

FR: Xdv = iependent ~ariable(s) or consequence(s) 

(intended, expected, hypothesized, resulting). 

Even at this simplistic level, this two-variable model may not be adequate 

to describe a program PRo 

First, only the most simple program (if that) would be characterized 

by two variables, and a single level of analysis. While, clearly,. other 

(more detailed) levels of analysis could be accomplished by iterative two-

variable steps, it is proposed to identify the set of lIotherll variables 

included in, or between, Xiv and Xdv ' with the notation Xpr ' and where 

necessary, the notation will specify whether X. and/or Xd are included 
~v v 

within X pr 

(4) 

We now have, in addition, the following: 

PR: X = variables included within the Basic Program. 
pr 
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Second, there may be other variables (pa.r::icularly in a real world 

situation) which are present and interact ';vith X. and/or Xd in ways 
~v v 

which make it difficult or impossible to do much more than to establish 

the existence (if that) of X. and X
d

. These Ilunwanted" variables, par-
~v v 

ticularly those which (may) interact with Xdv ' may make it difficult to es-

tablish the relationship between Xiv and Xdv ' i.e., raise plausible rival 

hypotheses (for which the term "parameterll may be used); so, let X rep-par 

resent these Ilunwantedll variables. We now have: 

(5) PR: X = parameter(s), some "unwantedll variables we 
par 

(may) have to account for. 

We now have several "different" possible descriptions of a specific 

program, with a nominal description, as follows: 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

PR = X. + Xd ' defined in terms of (planned and/or 
~v v 

achieved) Il existence ll of intervention and con-

sequence 

PR = X. + Xd + X ,defined in terms of (planned 
~v v pr 

PR 

and/or achieved) lI existence11 of intervention 

and consequence, plus some further (more detailed) 

level of analysis 

= Xiv + Xdv + (Xiv-Xd) + Xpar' defined in terms 

of (planned and/or achieved) "existence" of in-

tervention and consequence, plus the relation of 

the intervention to the consequence and the parameters. 

It should be noted that there may be more extended descriptions of 

programs which require additional conSiderations, and these will be dis-

cussed in 2.5 below. 
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2.3 Measures of Value 

We shall, for our present purposes, distinguish only two kinds of 

standards or measures of value, as follows: 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

x = a ~eneric ~tandard (or measure), for which there gs 

is no apparent or assumed preference, e.g., a 

foot rule, or weighing scale 

x = a Eurpose or value oriented standard (or measure) ps 

for which it· may appear that there is a preference 

in direction, etc., e.g., reading speed, number of 

crimes committed, dollars earned (or spent) 

x = X and/or X . s gs ps 

It is not proposed, at this point, to examine either the conditions 

under which X appears, ot:' the several forms X may take; further, it 
s s 

should be noted that the distinction above is made for convenience in 

presentation and is not intended to suggest more. 

2.4 The Process 

I The process of evaluating is proposed to be nothing more or less than 

I 
I 

comparing one or more characteristics of the program, i.e., X ,with one pr 

or more appropriate standards or measures: i.e., Xs ' and identifying the 

result of that comparison. 

2.5 Extended Description of a Program 

II As was noted in 2.2, it may be useful to consider a more extended des-

cription of the concept of a program. To the extent a program is imbedded 

I in the real world, there is, potentially, a nearly unlimited set of possible 

I relationships which might be included with respect to any particular concept 

of a program. For our purposes, we will limit ourselves to a set of what 

I appear to be connnon and useful relationships to considet. Using the 
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notation X to include all of the terms in the Basic Program, i.e., 
pr 

Xiv' Xdv ' Xpr ' Xpar ' we shall now add the following items: 

(12) PR = X + X ,which adds consideration of the re1ation-pr ap 

ship with the set of one or more ~ Eriori states 

(13) PR = X + X ,which adds consideration of the re1ation-pr rc 

ship with the set of one or more resources and con-

straints 

(14) PR = X + X ,which adds consideration of the re1ation-pr so 

ship with the set of one or more ~pin-~ffs (or other 

outcomes) 

(15) PR = X + X ,which adds consideration of the rela-pr se 

tionship with the set of one or more ~ubsequent 

!:,ffects. 

'2.'he several relationships L:.:t.'e presented in Figure 1. The Basic Program 

includes those variables (or events) within the first two enclosures, with 

the minimum set including only X. and Xd (the innermost enclosure) and 
l.V v 

the maximum set including, in adu~t.ion, X (the second enclosure). The par 

Extended Program includes, in ,;:.ddition, Xap ' Xrc ' Xso ' and Xse (the outer-

most enclosure). 

2.6 A Brief on the Evaluator 

In the discussion, to this point, the framework has employed three 

constructions, as follows: 

(16) X an event, or variable, which may be defined as "any 

conceptually held change in state," or, for conveni-

ence, tlany conceptually held statetl (the distinction 

being in the level of analysis) [12] 

(17) X.-X. the relationship between X. and X. 
1. J 1. J 
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(18) PR a collective term for a specific set of X. 

No specific accounting has been made of ",,,ho" has Chosen and/or defined 

these terms, and, at this point it may be assumed that the \-7riter (or 

other originator) of the statement(s) is the one whose conceptual holdings 

are relevant. If th'e reader (or others) shares (agrees with, understands, 

matches, letc.) the conceptual holding, there would appear to be no imme-

diate problem. It is, however, the introduction of (possible) differences 

in the conceptual holdings (including differences held, or internal inc on-

slstencies, by one individual) which presents many, if not all, of the 

problems with which this framework is intended to deal. 

It is when a specific indiviJual, let DP represent him, is concerned 

with a specific evaluation of a specific program (in the real world) that 

some further consideration must be given to the several relations which 

now appear. For our purposes, we shall identify these relationships in 

terms of the potential problems and the assumed solutions involved in 

achieving an acceptable and/or useful correspondence between the concep-

tual holding and its real world counterpart, as follows: 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

With respect to the program PR, there must be indicators 

or other evidence of the state of X available to DP pr 

through observation, interviews, questionnaires, records, 

or the like 

With respect to the standards X , there must be avails 

able to DP the dimensional state for X and, in gs 

addition, the preference state for X ps 

With respect to the process for comparing X with pr 

the appropriate X , there must be available suitable 
s 

analytical processes, at least for other than simple 
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comparisons, and both require, a.s a minimum, dimensional 

equivalency between X (and X ,X" " X ,and X ) and X • pr ap rc so se s 

Each of the above assumpt;:ons presents, in: some cases, profound prob-

lems in both theory and method, and it is proposed (but not presented here) 

that this framework can be extended to include these assumptions. For our 

purposes, we shall note those cases where these: assumptions may be speci-

fically critical. 

There is one more, and essentially separate, "relationship between the 

DP and the real world, and that is "time." To the extent there is a con-

sensus, it appears that the term "evaluation" is limited to those compar-

isons which occur normally afte17 the event X to be evaluated [6, p. 8] j pr 

and other terms, such as systems analysis, are used for the evaluation of 

plans for future events, and tha like. This distinction, while perhaps 

useful, is not required by the proposed framework; the indicators for many 

events, and particularly X , may be indirect, included removed in time, and 
s 

the test is really in the meeting of the above assumptions (19) and (20). 

3. Some Applications 

3.1 Defining the term "evaluation" and its variations 

Perhaps the simplest or minimum content covered by the term "evaluation," 

in the context of the eva.l1~:'ltL,Jn of social programs, is that of identifying, 

or establishing the existence of, or describing the intervention and the re-

sultant (or expected or hypothesized, or intended) effect of the intervention. 

This is sometimes called a "descriptive" [but cf.lO, pp. 76, 84] evaluation, 

and, in our terms, consists of measuring (or comparing) the real world event 

against some descriptive standard or scale. Let EV represent the evaluation, 

and we now have 

(22) Descriptive EV = X. + Xdv + X + (X. -X ) + (Xd -X ). 
~v gs ~v gs v gs' 
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It should be noted th~t, at a different level of analysis, a more extended, 

or otherwise different, set of comparisons can be made, in general between 

Xpr and Xgs' For example, "effort" [10, p. 61] may require only Xiv-Xgs ' 

And, if the results of (22) are then compared with some preference scale, 

X
ps

' describing what was expected, e.g., a plan, we have a IIprocess" eval

ua t ion [2, pp. 18 .. 19 ] • 

A second type of evaluation may occur, particularly in programs of 

extended duration, prior to the time of Xdv ' and, where the results of the 

evaluation are (intended to be) used as inputs to making further changes 

in PR, the term "formative" [ 9, pp. [1'3, 51] evaluation is used. We now have 

(23) Formative EV = X + X + (X -X ) at t < Xd . pr gs pr gs v 

A further term, "summative" [ 9, p. 43] evaluation, is used to identify one 

or more of several different types of eva1uations,w-hich may include (22), 

which occur at· or after Xdv ' Tl:w first of these is an l1evaluationll to 

determine the relationship between X. and Xd ' i.e., did the intervention 
~v v 

"cause" the effect observed? For this purpose it is necessary, t'? some 

extent, to account for plausible alternative explanations for the observed 

effect, i,e., parameters X . We now have par 

(24) Summative1 EV = XiV + Xdv + Xpar + Xgs + (Xiv---Xdv) + (Xpar---Xdv) 

at t ::: Xdv ' 

In a strict sense, the two relationships imply a previous comparison of 

the X and X with the respective X pr par gs 

A second sense of "stmnnative" is an evaluation of the effect or effec-

tiveness of the program (or intervention) and this may mean several things. 

The simplest case of "effectiveness" [6, pp. 12-13] would be to compare 

Xdv against some preference standard Xps'~ as follows: 

(25) Effectiveness
1 

EV = Xd + X + X + (Xd ---X ) at t ~ Xdv ' v gs ps v ps 
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A perhaps more common expression would be to combi'ne the requirements 

of (24) and (25) in an "impact evaluation" [2, pp. 19-20], .Jr a "performance 

evaluation" (10, pp. 62 ... "33], as follows: 

Sumrnative2 ] EV= X. + Xd + X + X + X + (X. ---Xd ) 
~v v par gs ps ~v v 

EffectivenessZ + (){par~d) + (Xdv- Xps) at t ;;:: Xdv' 

(26) 

A further combination, (22), (24) and (25), has been referred to as a "com-

prehensive evaluation" [2, pp. 20-2l]. 

The next kinu of evaluation is that with respect to "efficiency" which in-

troduces several possibilities. The simplest case in where there is a di-

mensiona1 similarity between XiV and Xdv ' e.g., both can. be measured in 

dClllars. We then have, 

(27) 

Where X. 
;J..V 

X 
( dv~ 

EfficiencY~l EV = X. + Xd + X + 7 
~v V gs X. 

~v 

and Xdv are net dimensionally similar, or where efficiency is 

with respect to some alternative X. and/or Xd '[10, pp. 64-66] or some pre-
~v v . . 

ferred standard, X ,a different expression for efficiency is indicated. ps 

For convenience we shall assume that X can also be used to express the ps 

alternative X. and/or Xd • We now have 
~v v 

(28) EfficiencY2 EV = Xiv + Xdv + Xgs + Xps + [(Xiv + Xdv)---Xps ]' 

All of the above are related to the Basic Program described in 2.2. 

Consideration (',f the Extended Description of 2.5 adds some additional pos-

sibilities in evaluation. 

The concept of resources and constraints introduces consideration of 

the relationship of X to X. • In simplest of terms a "resource" may be rc ~v 

described as possible or acceptable changes in X and a "constraint" as rc 

a limit on possible or acceptable changes. Similarly, the concept of 

spin-off introduces consideration of the relationship of X to X. and/or so ~v 

){dv' and these relationships may also be both p~ssib1e and/or acceptable changes 
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and limits on possible or a~ceptable changes. Finally, similar extensions 

I are introduced by the concepts of X and X . We shall not here develop ap se 

I 
the several extensions to the set of evaluations which may occur, but will 

note that the form will, generally, involve additional X and X and gs ps 

I various combined or aggregated comparisons. 

3.2 EV':l.luating an "evaluation" 

I There are several different types of "evaluation" of an evaluation, 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

comparable to those described above. Let EVl represent the evaluation to 

be evaluated, and EV2 represent the evaluation of the evaluation. We can 

now treat EVl as a program, and substitute EV
l 

for PR in the several des-

criptions above. For example, if we wish to "understand" what was done, i.e., 

describe the EV
1

, we can either repeat the process of EV
1

, examining the 

process for internal consistency, or. we can carry out an evaluation, treating 

EV l as aPR [1, pp. 101-103]. 

3.3 Relation to Other Terms 

The relationship of evaluation to the program provides a framework for 

establishing further relationships to activities associated with the program, 

e. g., planning and budgeting (which is concerned primarily with the time re-

1ationships of Xiv and Xdv ' and with Xrc ) , program management (which is con

cerned primarily with X. ), and implementation (which is concerned primarily 
~v 

with Xdv ' but sometimes also with X. and X. -Xd ). 
~v ~v v 

Other terms used to describe inquiries may be related to this framework 

[11;13]. For example, exploratory research (which is primarily in the form 

of identifying X and comparing it to X ), hypothesis testing (which is pri-pr gs 

mari1y concerned with X. -Xd ), systems analysis (which is, arguably, the 
~v v 

same process as evaluation but less constrained in both time and in the set 

of X ), monitoring (which would appear to be in. the form of X -X and/ or pr pr gs 

1"·' J. p. 27]), audit (which would X - X on an on-going basis [6, p. pr ps 
108 
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appear to be in the form of X ---X and X ---X after the fact), measure-pr gs pr ps 

ment (in the form of X ---X), and control (in the form of X ----X at tl pr s pr ps 

and the further relationship of X ---X with X. at t 2). pr ps ~v 

4. Comments 

This is a necessarily brief presentation of an underlying framework 

for evaluation. It is proposed, but not presented, that the framework can 

be extended to examine, on a similar basis, the several assumptions, par-

~icularly in 2.6, the considerations intro9uced where several different 

individuals are involved, and the whole question of establishing appropri-

ate X ,i.e., the question of value or utility. ps 

It is here offered that the relatively simple set of constructs, 

essentially a set of variables X and their relationships (---), provides a 

stable, complete, and traceable framework for examining relatively complex 

sets of real world events. 
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Figure 1 

Basic and Extended Program 
Variables (or Events) 

x so 

Note: Basic includes first two enclosures; extended in~ 
eludes all three. 

Note: Other levels of analysis include: 
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